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EXPERIENCE REPORT (approx. 3 pages + more photos if applicable)
1) Traineeship institution
Please give a brief description of your host traineeship insitution.
Linnaeus university is a well/known university in Sweden. It has campus in two cities, since V'xj; and Kalmar.
Linnaeus University is regarded as one of the best university for international students and courses it offers
to the students. It has a different and successful approach style towards teaching and administration.

2) Searching for a traineeship
How did you find your traineeship? Are there any recommendable links or other helpful tips you would like to
share?
www.erasmusintern.org

3) Preparation
How did you prepare for your traineeship in terms of language, intercultural, professional and organisational
aspects? Are there any recommendable links or other helpful tips you would like to share?
The basic preparition in terms of language done with the help of OLS website (erasmusplusols.eu), which
turn out to be a great help. The other aspects of work like professional skills, ontercultural and organisational skills is something I developed during my past working experience and my master program. It is something that one can learn by reading some articles over internet or by watching some youtube video for inter-
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cultural organisational behavior. I would recommend one to be calm and easy in intial days to learn the working environment and than adapt accordingly.

4) Accommodation
How did you find your accommodation? Are there any recommendable links or other helpful tips you would
like to share?
https://www.boplats.vaxjo.se/
https://heimstaden.com/
växjö campus, facebook page

5) Traineeship
Please describe the tasks and / or the projects carried out during your traineeship. In which way were you
mentored and integrated? How were the working conditions? Did you have especially positive or negative
experiences?
I was given a task of analysis and suggesting current and new communication strategies within the FTK
(faculty of technology) department of university. It was mentored by my supervisor, who was always
available for helping and guiding me. The task involved understanding of communication channels like
mymoodle used both by teachers and students, CRM system (not in depth but general overview), and the
circulation of newsletter within the faculty, which also includes designing and content management of the
newsletter. I was also assigned mycareer page activities that means managing and promoting the site to
students for job search and career related advice. The working culture is quite nice, i was really impressed
the way it works inside the university, also the people are friendly and open to international people. I was
also invovled in other activities like helping in organising events, replying to emails from potential students
and helping out them.

6) Acquired qualifications
Which qualifications and skills could you acquire or improve during your traineeship?
Improved skills in communication, report writing, project management and relationship management.

7) Country-specific features
Are there any specific traineeship regulations in the target country that affected you as an Erasmus trainee
(e.g. France: housing allowance, convention de stage? If yes, which ones? Are there any recommendable links
or other helpful tips you would like to share?
One can not take a social security number if he intends to live in Sweden for less than 12 months, which
means he/she can not open a bank account and register himself. But the good thing is the employer can isue
a temporary cordination number which can help the person to some extend.

8) Visa, residence and work permit (only for international students)
Which prearrangements had to be made in terms of visa, residence and work permit? Are there any recommendable links or other helpful tips you would like to share?
As, I hold a german student visa, so I was allowed to stay in Sweden on basis of that without applying for
another visa for Sweden.

9) Other
Is there anything else you want to let other students know?
---
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10) Conclusion
What is the conclusion drawn after your traineeship experience abroad?
The overall experience of the training was good. I was able to explore more possibilities within university
and in Sweden. Learned new culture, language and had experience of working in a professional environment. It is a good way to work and at the same time be in the enviroment of professors, students and university life.
Pl ea s e s en d th i s r ep o rt b y e ma il to j u li a. s ch u b e rt@ o vgu .d e !
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